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September 4 – 11, 2019: The week when an activist originally from India praises Tulsi Gabbard’s statement about Kashmir, and the President feuds with model Chrissy Teigen.
1) Donald Trump

Donald Trump vs. Chrissy Teigen (sound up)

9:43 PM - 8 Sep 2019

31,916 Retweets 148,787 Likes
Was Trump Rushed Off Stage After Hearing Chrissy Teigen Was There...
The U.S. president and the model lobbed a few insults at each other on social media in September 2019.
snop.es.com

Replies:
- @justyseperry · Sep 8
  Replying to @skolanach
  is this real lmao

@skolanach
make things on my phone #RESIST

los angeles
Joined October 2008
Bernie Sanders made $1,062,626 in 2016

His charitable donations that year?

$10,600—less than 1% of his income

He campaigns against greed and then hoards 99% of his income for himself

For a committed socialist, he sure doesn't seem to live like one

🤔

1:26 PM - 8 Sep 2019

28,357 Retweets  74,740 Likes
JC Mounduix • @JCMounduix • Sep 8
He would literally be the American version of Castro and Chavez if he had the chance. Baseless promises to the people while making a lot of money and pocketing all of it without a f*ck to give about the poor. #Socialism

33 81 562

Ryan Rednevac • @rynoves • Sep 8
He sold a book! No one expects the rich to give away their money. Just to be taxed accordingly.

78 17 319
3) Elizabeth Warren

Kamala Harris owns a gun—but she doesn't want you to own one

Bernie Sanders flies on private jets—but doesn't want you to

Barack Obama is a multimillionaire—but doesn't want you to be one

Elizabeth Warren picks her own doctors—but doesn't want you to

See the pattern?

🤔

3:45 PM - 5 Sep 2019

27,077 Retweets 68,396 Likes
Jeff Johnson @JHuntMorgan · Sep 6
Replying to @charliekirk11
These people want socialism for everyone but themselves.

1 more reply

Funkadelicfunk @rygar49 · Sep 5
Replying to @charliekirk11
I guess Republicans do no wrong?

Charlie Kirk @charliekirk11
Founder & President of @TFUSA Proud capitalist. Best Selling Author. We are all sinners, saved by Jesus. Opinions here are my own.

Chicago, Illinois
🔗 podcast.apple.com/us/podcast/the...
Joined May 2011
📷 Photos and Videos
4) Joe Biden

4 prominent Democrat senators voted for a wall in 2006

Their names?

Barack Obama
Hillary Clinton
Chuck Schumer
Joe Biden

Most Democrats have supported border security their entire time in office... until President Trump took office

What changed?

2:32 AM - 5 Sep 2019

22,572 Retweets  55,976 Likes

3.4K  23K  56K
Dawn Shaeffer @JustAGirlsRF - Sep 5
Replies to @charliekirk11
Trump wasn’t going to continue the “globalism” plan. He ruined their path toward socialism. Good grief! What would be happening now if hrc were in office?

32 Retweets 27 Likes
183

don renfro @donrenfro3 - Sep 5
Thank you Jesus!

5 Retweets 2 Likes
69

1 more reply
Kamala Harris owns a gun—but she doesn't want you to own one

Bernie Sanders flies on private jets—but doesn't want you to

Barack Obama is a multimillionaire—but doesn't want you to be one

Elizabeth Warren picks her own doctors—but doesn't want you to

See the pattern?
Jeff Johnson @JHuntMorgan  ·  Sep 6
These people want socialism for everyone but themselves.

Funkadelicfunk @rygar49  ·  Sep 5
I guess Republicans do no wrong?
Andrew Yang can read.

10:47 AM - 6 Sep 2019

3,855 Retweets 43,791 Likes

Three Year Letterman @3YearLetterman - Sep 6

Replying to @AndrewYang

This is a major strike against you, Andrew. As a youth football coaching legend, I teach my players that an hour in the weight room is more valuable than a lifetime in the classroom.

22 Retweets 31 Likes 985 Likes

Go Follow The BA Podcast on Instagram and iTunes @j_fizz95... - Sep 6

Hey Coach, he didn’t mean books. He meant defenses.

2 Retweets 4 Likes 735 Likes

Andrew Yang

@AndrewYang

2020 US Presidential Candidate (D), Entrepreneur & Founder of @venture4americas My book: amzn.to/2HQVl89 Join the campaign here: yang2020.com

USA

shop.yang2020.com

 Joined December 2013
7) **Pete Buttigieg**

![Twitter Tweet](image)

**SICK:** Part-Time Mayor Pete Buttigieg appears to justify abortion even *after* a baby is born, suggesting life does not begin until a baby takes its first breath.

Democrats are the party of infanticide!
Gio @Madrina334 - Sep 6
Replying to @TrumpWarRoom
The baby breathes through the mother by the umbilical cord that is why if a cord get tangled it can suffocate the baby from lack of oxygen. I can not understand how people do not understand that a baby is living can move and tumble around within the womb.

Blanca Gilbert @saltlife4life73 - Sep 6
Yes! A week ago dr had to do emergency c-section on my daughter, turns out the umbilical cord was pinched plus the baby had it in his fist. He almost died before he was born.

Trump War Room @TrumpWarRoom
Highlighting @realDonaldTrump's
#PromisesKep, fighting #FakeNews. This account punches back 10x harder.
Managed by the #TeamTrump 2020 campaign. #MAGA

MAGA Country
donaldjtrump.com
Joined March 2019
Tulsi Gabbard’s statement on Kashmir is perhaps the most sensible one by any Democratic nominee till date.
Puneet Singh @puneetsl · 13h
Replying to @neha_aks
I like her very much and this time also her answer was very good. However it is a myth that a girl in Kashmir cannot have property rights if she marries a non-Kashmiri. legalcrystal.com/case/900102/st... made sure that since 2002 women would have rights to property no matter what

Ganapathi Beeswaram (Neha S) @neha_aks · 13h
Wrong. The law of J&K prohibits her from holding property. One woman sued and court changed that. She can still not transfer her property to her children if she is married to a non-Kashmiri, because the children are non-Kashmiri.

Ganapathi Beeswaram (Neha S)
@neha_aks
Founder, @shakttva. Activist, Opinionated, Writer, also an Opinion-Writer. Opinions strictly my own. Originally from Lakhnaū, UP.

Navyākapura
nehasri.com
Joined August 2009